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ABOUT ME

 Coming from French Alps (Les Contamines-Montjoie)

 Master degree in Data Science (Mines Saint-Etienne, 2018)

 Working from Isover since November 2018

 Came to Danmark in 2019 as part of the French V.I.E program 
(Volontariat International en Entreprise)

 Hired in 2020 as part of the Industry 4.0 program of Saint-Gobain
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THE GROUP SAINT-GOBAIN
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Saint-Gobain designs, develops and distributes innovative 

materials and solutions adapted to local markets for all 

areas of construction:

 Complete solutions that improve the quality and 

comfort of living spaces

 Materials that reduce environmental impact and 

contribute to the energy efficiency of buildings 

 Products and services that improve performance 

and make life easier for professional customers -

architects, craftsmen, trade pros, installers, etc.

Saint-Gobain provides value-added solutions for a variety 

of applications in mobility, healthcare, construction and 

industry. 

 Cutting-edge expertise in materials science, 

formulation, design, etc.

 Numerous solutions co-developed with customers to 

meet their specific needs

 Materials with exceptional properties: resistance to 

high temperatures, abrasion, chemical stability, surface 

properties, etc.

• Distribution of products, solutions and services 

for housing and construction

• Building glass

• Gypsum

• Ceilings

• Insulation

• Mortars and construction chemicals

• Pipe

• Exterior products

• Mobility

• Life Sciences

• Construction industry

• Abrasives and Composite Systems

• Ceramics
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Why do we use machine learning?

More data available:

Cheaper sensors

Cheaper storage

Data accessibility

Faster Processors:

Use of GPU in deep learning

Use of Tensor Processing Units (TPU)

New algorithm:

Tensorflow first released in 2015

Pytorch (2016)

Programming framework for Machine Learning

Google TPU
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Automation –
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Systems Automation

•Derive systems equations to control the process

•Reduce man power and human error

•Use optimal set point 

Process Knowledge

•Assess the link process parameters – product properties

•Multi-variables analysis and modelling

Predictive Maintenance

•Pattern recognition (supervised or unsupervised learning)

•Detect abnormal sensors behaviors

•Understand and find root causes for alarms



DATA SCIENCE PROJECT METHODOLOGY
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What steps are in a Data Science project?



DATA SCIENCE PROJECT METHODOLOGY
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SYSTEMS AUTOMATION
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Step 1: Analyze loss and identify project

A part of the process is controlled manually by the operators (for 
example a pump pressure is setup manually)

Set point is not optimal can lead to quality issues

Help operators in there daily operations

Step 2: Define Project

Train a model that can give as an output the desired set point 
that is optimal with respect to given criteria (quality, energy …)
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Step 3-6: From Data Extraction to Data Exploration

Identify the different data sources and make an extraction (SQL, 
Excel spreadsheet, Historian …)

Prepare the data: Clean outliers, different acquisition policies 
(resample the data):

Daily quality measurements

Acquisition every second for the temperature

Data exploration: Analyze correlation, basics plot, understand the 
data structure

Define a strategy for the modelling: 1 model, differentiate 
according to product, specifications …

Discuss the correlation with the Process expert

Example of outliers, possible sensors 

failure

Design a control strategy according to 

the product characteristics
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Step 7-9: From model training to optimization

Find a compromise between interpretability and performance of the model

Model validation before “online” control:

Cross validation

Online implementation on the Database 

Start with linear regression and pursue with more complex models (Random Forest, 
XGBOOST, deep learning …)

Present the model to the process expert

Use the model to optimize the set point in case of a feedback

Tuning model

Ranking and coefficient interpretation
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Step 10-11: From Implementation to Sustain

Implement the model and used the predictions as a set point

A simple model (linear regression, Lasso, Ridge …) doesn’t require a big 
infrastructure

Ensure that the control is made correctly and retrain the model if needed

Use inputs from operators that are in daily contact with the system

Document the main point of the study and the type of model used Model implementation inside the DCS
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Use Case: Lifting Ramp

Context: The lifting ramp help to lift up the product, the set point 
must be adjust for each product

Problem with a manual control:

No adjustment in case of product changeover

Quality issues (scrap, line stop…)

Solution:

3 different linear regressions depending on the product type

Direct implementation in the DCS

Data visualization helping to 

design a model
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Step 1: Analyze loss and identify project

A part of the Process is complex and not well understood

The main drivers for a phenomena have to be determined (product 
quality, intermediate measurements)

Step 2: Define Project

Fit a model to understand the main drivers for quality and make 
recommendation based on this model to optimize the system
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Step 3-6: From Data Extraction to Data Exploration

This step is similar to the previous case study

Process Expert are very much needed in the data preparation:

Feature engineering (based on physics, experiences …)

Recommend possible parameters

Understand correlations within data

Clustering and dimensions reductions (PCA, K-Means …)

Interest of feature engineering, dimension 

reduction:

• The target is measured manually once 

or twice a days

• Hundreds of process parameters are 

possibly link to the target

• Higher interpretability
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Step 7-9: From model training to optimization

Interpretability of the model is important here, we need to be able to explain 
our predictions and give insights to the process experts

Using the model we can optimize the process parameters to reach the optimal 
target:

Constraint optimization problems

Non-controllable variables Vs controllable variables

Linear-Quadratic programming

Model validation

Recommendation for optimization
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Step 10-11: From Implementation to Sustain

Advance control (set up an automatic system that control and optimize 
at the same time)

Online dashboard to guide operators and process experts

Document the main point of the study and the main correlations

Online dashboard
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Use Case: Weight distribution

Context: The perfect weight distribution is difficult to achieve as many parameters can play a 
role in that

Problem: 

Quality issues 

Too many parameters to be tested “one by one”

Role of the different parameters in the weight distribution is not well-known

Solution:

Machine learning permitted to identify new leverages to ensure a good weight 
distribution

Design dashboard to help making diagnostic / control

Python Dash-app
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Can we detect a specific patterns before an 
alarm or a failure?

Classification algorithm (logistic regression, random forest)

Pattern recognition in time series

LSTM – models 

Alarm can be due to:

Misused of the equipment

Failure with one of the components

Available data doesn’t necessarily explain why the alarms 
occurred

Visualization of data

Pattern recognition
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Use Case: Alarm in the electrical transformer

Context: Operators report that an alarm occurred several 
times in the electrical transformer

Problem:

Process expert and electricians don’t know what is the cause

Electrical installations are very critical

Solution:

Analyze all the data related to the transformer and try to predict the 
alarm with them

Data are not able to explain failures: The Process Engineer can still 
use the equipment as usual 

Electrical transformer
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Successes

Process understanding:

Find new correlations and explore new control possibilities

Going from a trial culture to a data culture

Helps operators and Process engineers in their daily operations 

Optimization and cost savings

Great team work ! 

Challenges

Data quality (sensors failure, calibrations …):

Change our mind in the way we collect data 

Be more aware about data quality and context

Trade-off between interpretability and performance, most of machine learning algorithm can be seen as 
“black-box”
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What are the benefit of AI and ML in a manufacturing environment?

Process Teams are trained to be able to understand and lead data science project

Better use of data and take “data-driven” decisions:

Knowledge of the rules that drive the process

Optimize the production line (quality, efficiency …)

Implementing Data Science and ML is a journey, training, projects, goals to achieve are design in a roadmap


